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Hearing Addresses
Education Concerns
By Steve Shoup

assistant teaching positions.
The report also recommended
Concern over quality education at continuous and extensive statewide
the University of New Mexico and planning for state institutions. The
other state institutions was the main role of higher education should be
topic at a public hearing of the Gov- evaluated and reviewed on a routine
ernor's Commission on Higher and regular basis to meet the needs
Education held on the UNM campus of the state, it said.
Wednesday.
Paul Vassallo, dean of library serMore than 20 private citizens, vices, spoke on his concerns about
UNM administrators, faculty, staff UNM libraries.
and students stated their concerns,
Vassallo defined the academic
ideas and recommendations at the library as ''the center of research
six-and-a-half hour hearing in the and the key to a university's scholarNew Mexico Union Ballroom.
ly distinction."
David Kauffman, associate pro"Like the heart in the human
fessor of chemical and nuclear en-. body," Vassallo· said, "it is the
gineering and Faculty Senate presi- most vital organ in the academic
dent, spoke on what the faculty con- community, yet it is one that desider necessary for excellence in a mands special care and understanduniversity.
ing to ensure its health and
Oeprse Gorospe
Kauffman said an excellent uni- longevity."
versity is one where learning and
An academic library can no lon- Over 20 Unjversity administrators, faculty and students spoke at a hearing of the Governor's
knowledge take precedence, where ger serve as a repository of informa- Commission on Higher Education Tuesday in the New Mexico Union Ballroom, Joel Jones,
faculty can develop their maximum tion, Vassallo said, but must also be associate provost for academic affairs, gives the commission an idea of what faculty mempotential, where students develop a facility to instruct users on the
their know lege and skills to the high- value of information and how to ac- bers' responsibilities are, both in the classroom and outside the classroom.
est level, and to which the commun- cess it, as well as actively dissemiity and state can turn for expertise in nating information to areas of need.
intellectual and artistic activities.
Quoting an article in the summer
A report prepared by the Faculty issue of National Forum, Vassallo
Senate Operations Committee, pre- said, "How information will be
sented to the commission by Kauff- managed is perhaps the most imporman, recommended the University tant question we will have to face in By Steve Shoup
fund to be established at the end of Warwick was appointed in July and
move closer to overall excellence by the coming years."
the fiscal year. This fund could be approved by the Senate Sept. 7. Her
hiring and retaining the best faculty . Vassallo recommended strengin what he called a "major applied to the deficit, Serrano said. termination becomes official on Friavailable. This could be achieved by thening several areas in the UNM shakeup," Associated Students of
Serrano said Warwick was ter- day, Serrano said.
providing regionally and nationally General Libraries. Funding for lib- the University of New Mexico Presi- minated because "she is not living
Serrano said a staff member of the
competitive salaries and benefits rary acquisitions should be in- dent Dan Serrano announced to an up to the expectations of the office of ASUNM Advertising Service was
and ensuring optimum use of re- creased on an ongoing basis, and ASUNM Senate meeting Wednes- attorney general."
also tenninated for health reasons.
sources at the facility, the report conditions of employment should be day he was laying off three ASUNM
Serrano also said Warwick was
In other Senate business; Serrano
improved to help recruit and retain staffers and terminating two others, terminated because she was incom- withdrew Frank Parks from considstated.
In his address to the commission, faculty. The number of staff mem- including Attorney General Devin petent and not educated in the Jaws eration as Popular Entertainment
Kauffman noted an advertisement in bers should be increased to keep up Warwick.
Committee chairman. Serrano reand rules of ASUNM.
a petroleum engineering trade maga- with expanded programs, he added.
Serrano said the three staff mem"I am not incompetent;'' War- ceived a recommendation from the
Joel Jones, associate provost for bers were laid off to make ASUNM wick said. "All of the opinions I've senate presidential appointments
zine which offered a position at an
institution in Montana. The position academic affairs, discussed faculty more efficient and to eliminate been asked for, J've given,"
committee last week to reject Parks
offered a salary 31 percent higher work loads, telling the commission waste.
Warwick, a senior in political sci- from consideration. A senate motion
that many faculty members may
than one at UNM.
"I have no question of their abili- ence, said there were no grounds for to reconsider the recommendation,
The Faculty Senate report also re- work "much beyond a full work ties," Serrano said. The layoffs are the firing and that she was a thor- which required a two-thirds majority
commended raising admission stan- week," up to 70 hours a week. Not apart.of'scalingdown' of ASUNM. ough researcher.
vote to pass. failed 8-6 at the Sept. 7
dards for baccalaureate degrees, only does the faculty have to teach A hiring freeze has also been initi''I think it's purely political," meeting.
providing remedial programs for un- classes, grade papers and deal with . ated.
Serrano said he would appoint
Warwick said.
prepared students and greatly in- students, but most are also involved
Money that would have been paid
Serrano denied there were any Parks indefinitely to temporary 15creasing the number of graduate
continued on page 1 to the staffers will go into a reserve political reasons for the firing, day terms to allow Parks to continue
say.ing that it was a "business as PEC chairman .
.. No matter what happens, Mr•
. move."
Warwick said she was consider- Frank Parks is going to be PEC
ing legal action against Serrano chairman during my administrathrough the ASUNM Student Court tion," Serrano said.
Serrano also announced the reot possibly through Albuquerque
maining$34,000 intended for senate
Metropolitan Court.
A statement on Warwick's ter- appropriations had been applied to
mination will be released today. the deficit, reducing it to $57,000.

Serrano Lays Off Staffers

Negotiations over Policy Increase

UNM student Msrk Rislove lies in the street awaiting medics/attention after he was
struck by s 1:111 while .bicycling about B •• m. yesterday. Rislove w.ts treated for minor
cuts and bruises st the Student Health Center and released. No citations were issued.
L;.._._....__ _..._...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......,....,.....ooio.,,_
• .~...·........................- . - - .

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Negotiations intensified Wednesday on a
compromise with Congress to keep
U.S. Marines in Lebanon while
abiding by the war powers Hct, but
House Speaker Thomas "Tip"
O'Neill complained President
Reagan ''wmus to run away fr<Hn the
law.;'
Secretqry of State George Shultz
met with congressional leaders of
both parties and Senate Republican
leader Howllrd Baker said afterward
''there is good progress being
made."
But O'Neill complained Reagan
"would like to have a blank resolution of approval'' to keep the
Marines in Lebanon.
"We think he's breaking the law.
and we want him to own up.''
O'Neill said.
The disagreement centers on
whether .the. fighting in LebanQn,

and the resulting Marine casualties
in recent weeks, obligates Reagan to
report to Congress under timetable
provision of the 1973 War Powers
Resolution. Under the resolution.
Congress would have to decide
within 60 to 90 days whether troops
could remain in Lebanon.
O'Neill said he has 110 objection
to the Marines being in Lebanon and
that Congress would do everything
possible to present a united front
with the president.
"I just donjt understand why the
president wants to run away from the
law the way he's doing.'' he said.
0 1 Ncill; 0-Mass., said congressional leaders from both parties.had
made clear to the White House that
feelings run deep among lawmakers
that Congress must be consulted ~nd
lteagan must obey the war powers
act.
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Wire Report
Maneuv~_rs

Joint Sea of Japan
TOKYO- Japan and the United
States will hold large-scale air and
sea maneuvers later this month in a
show of force following the Soviet
attack on a Korean passenger jet,
said U.S. military officials
Wednesday.
Announcement of the exercise,
from Sept. 25 to Oct. 5 - the
largest of.its kind in the region in five
years ~ came after another show of
strength from across the Sea of
Japan,
Two Soviet "Backfire" bombers
accompanied by two TU 16 "Badger" reconnaissance aircraft triggered a scramble alert Tuesday over
central Japan when they flew near
Sado Island, within I 00 miles of
Japan's airspace.
The U.S .-Japan maneuvers.
announced by the Maritime Self Defense Force, will involve 150
Japanese ships, 117 aircraft and
some 30,000 Japanese military personnel.
The nature and extent of U.S.
forces in the exercise was not immediately known, but a U.S. Forces
Japan (USFJ) spokesman Wednesday confim1ed they would take place
and said the U.S. Seventh Fleet
would be involved.
The drill will concentrate on protecting Japan's strategically vital
scalancs and will include a blockade
of the Tsushima and Tsugaru straits
and a sea transport of land forces
from Honshu to Hokkaido, the agency said,
The Tsushima Strait, between
Japan and. Korea, and the Tsugaru
Strait, between the Japanese main
islands of Honshu and Hokkaldo,
are two of the three key sealanes
used by the Soviet Pacific Fleet.
The third key sealane. the Soya
Strait, stretches between Hokkaido

Triavelers Finish Borneo Trek

United Press International

and Soviet-held Sakhalin Island. It
is immediately to the northwest of
Ibis vital Soviet sea lane that KAL
Flight 007 was shot down by Soviet
jets.
The Soviet Pacific Fleet, with
headquarters at Vladivostok, is the
largest of Moscow's four fleets. It
consists of 810 vessels including 31
ballistic missile submarines, 95
other submarines and I 0 guided missile frigates.
The Soviet Union's Far East air
forces inc:lude some 2,120 aircraft,

Slated

including I ,550 tactical fighters:,
420 bombers and 150 patrol
planes - augmented by an estimated 108 SS-20 nuclear missiles,
U.S. forces in Japan have 47,000
personnel, with 260 aircraft including one tactical fighter wing.
Another 39,000 U.S. troops are stationed in South Korea, The Seventh
Fleet includes some 60 ships, 240
aircraft and 31,800 men.
Japan's Self-Defense Forces
number 241,000 men with 163 ships
and about 360 aircraft.

Soviets Buy U.S. Wheat
WASHINGTON- The Soviet Union has bought another 100,000 metric
tons of wheat as part of active buying of Americ.an grain under a new
five-year grain agreement, the Agriculture Department said Wednesday.
It was the second annnouncement this week of a Soviet purchase of
American grain from private exporters at undisclosed prices. On Tuesday,
officials ~nnounccd the Kremlin bought 135,000 tons of American corn.
The most recent purchases continue a flurry of sales since Sept. I , the day
tbe Soviets shot down a Korean jetliner. President Reagan has said the
airliner incident will not jeopardize the grain deal.
The recent sales add up to 2.585 million tons of grain- 1.635 million
tons of corn and the rest wheat - as well as 390,000 tons of soybeans.
Under the agreer\Jent, the Soviets are obligated to buy at least 8 million
tons of grain and 500,000 tons of soybeans a year and can buy up to 12 million
tons of grain without specific U.S. permission.
The department also announced sales of250,000 tons of wheat to unknown
destinations, which could tum out to be the Soviet Union.

Mexico Places Automaking Limit
MEXICO CITY - In an attempt
to rescue the country's floundering
auto industry, the Mexican government announced Wednesday harsh
measures that will limit automakers
to producing no more than one model each by 1987.
The decree will limit the six automakers in the country to producing

only seven models in 1984 and reduce the number year by year to only
one in 1987.
Ford, General Motors' Chevrolet
division, Chrysler, Volkswagen,
American Motor, Datsun and Renault all produce vehicles in the
country.

UNM STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
presents
"PREVENTION" HEALTH FAIR
SEPT. 15 & 16 9AM-3PM
Location: East Mall
Rain Location: NM Union Ballroom
• Displays
• Drawings
• Prizes
• Give-Aways

Health Screening For:
Anemia • Diabetes
Blood Pressure • Hearing
Eye Chart

Aeroflot Denies Airline Tickets
Strands U.S., British Travelers
The Soviet airliner Aeroflot today rejected all tickets issued by
U.S. airlines, stranding hundreds
of American and British travelers
in the Soviet Union in retaliation
fo.r U ,S. sanctions over the
downing of a Korean airliner.
The move came as the Soviets
rejected a Japanese note demanding that Moscow pay compensation for the victims aboard the
Korean Airlines Flight 007 shot
down Sept. 1 by a Soviet fighter,
First Deputy Foreign Minister
Georgi Kornienko told a news
conference in Moscow any compensation would be inappropriate, He rejected speculation such
a move could improve the negotiating climate tit anns control
talks with Washington in
Geneva,
The remains of two more people believed to have been among
the 269 people aboard the jumbo

jet were recovered by search parties in Japan's northern Hokkaido
island.
An Aeroflot spokeswoman in
Moscow said the state-run airline
was rejecting the tickets issued
by American carriers because tbe
United States was refusing to
accept tickets issued by Aeroflot.
The spokeswoman said
travellers had to buy new tickets
on other carriers to board flights
out of the Soviet Union.
Tour operators in London said
more than 300 American and
British retirees were stranded in
the Soviet Union as a result of the
measure but will return home Friday by a charter flight via
Bucharest, Romania,
AU ,S. Embassy spokesman in
Moscow said, "We will do what
we can to help Americans in distress. We will do our best to get
them to their destinations.''

International News Briefs
BEIRUT, Lebanon- The Un- Il's wind and proving superior in
ited States widened its involvement • tight yachting tactics.
Liberty, crossing the finish line
in Lebanon's civil war Wednesday
by rushing ammunition and I: I 0 ahead of Australia II, earned a
weapons to Lebanese army units 1-0 record in the best-of-seven series.
fighting Syrian-backed militias in for yachting's most coveted prize
and took a leg up in the effort to
the hills overlooking aeirut.
The move came a day after maintain sports' longest winning
Washington authorized U.S. Marine streak - the 132-ycar American
hold on the cup.
commanders to call in air strikes and
WASHINGTON - Martha
naval bombardment to support the
McSteen, southwest regional'comLebanese army.
missioner of the Social Security
Syria condemned the U.S. move
Administration, was named acting
and wamed that while Lebanon is far
head of the agency Wednesday by
away from the United States, it "is
Health and Human Services Secretnot very fat from the Soviet ~nion."
ary Margaret Heckler.
NEWPORT, R.I.- Liberty
McSteen replaces John Svahn,
won the opening race of the Amer- who began work this week as an
ica's Cup finals by 10 boat lengths adviser to President Reagan on
Wednesday by stealing Australia domestic affairs.

THE NEW MEXICO SOCIETY OF
HISPANIC PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
2nd Annual Scholarship Run
In Conjunction with
Hispanic Heritage Week
The New Mexico Hispanic Professional Engineers will be
hosting Irs second annual4 mile Scholarship Runro be
held at Kit Carson Pork on SaMday, Sept, 17 or 8:00
om. There will be tree refreshmentS ro all runners and
prizes to top finishers In various oge cotegOties, Further
derails and regTSrrarion may be obrorned or Gil's r\unnershoe Worfd or Sunsports in Albuquerque or rhe Finish
Line in Santo Fe or by conrOcring Morrin Valdez or·
292·5110.
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'\('UALA LUMPUR, Malaysia
(UPI) - Thre.e California adventurers ate roasted lizard and battled
disease, white water rivers and
treacherous jungles for 43 days to
complete the first known expedition
across the Southeast Asian island of
Borneo.
Professional adventurers Jim
Slade, 33, John Long, 29, and Jim
Bridwell, 38, 11ll from Californi11,
·said Wednesday they felt ''fortunate
to have gotten out alive and halfwell."
The three traveled to Malaysia after completing their 1000-mile journey Sept. 2. Team leader Rick
Ridgeway, 33, of Ventura, fell ill
with typhoid during the trek and was
evacuated from a tiny jungle outpost
by a missionary pilot.
''Rain was our constant if not
very plea,sant companion," said
Bridwell, who now sports a Dayak
tattoo, courtesy of a village chief.
The Dayaks are one of the many
native peoples on Borneo.
"We used army-style sealed
boxes to keep our equipment dry and
stop it from rotting, but there was a

sweet stench in the jungle of things
living and dying which became all
pervasive after a while," he said,
Borneo, the third largest island in
the world after Greenland and New
Guinea, is 289,969 square miles of
mostly jungle, Its northern part is
Malaysian and the remainder is Indonesian territory.
The expedition set out July 22 by
steamer from the southwest coast;ll
town of Pontianak to a small settlement three and a half days up river,
There tbey hired porters and guides,
"Some of the villagers had never
seen Westerners, and they were
amazed by our fair hair and skins and
some of our goods, like an instant
Polaroid camera," said Long,
"The Punan Dayaks were really
masters of the jungle," said Long.
"They could clear a large patch of
jungle, make rainproof shelters and
be cooking dinner while we were
still fooling around with our stoves
and tents. "
After 37 days of hacking their
way overland through the rugged
central highlands and using boats
and rafts on the Mahakan and Kayan

Program Survival Endangered
By George E. Gorospe
'fhe University of New Mexico's
Child Care Co-op will not be able to
survive if the University does not
provide an additional subsidy or create an academic link that would defr<~Y the costs of hiring a professional
staff, according a spokesman for the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico.
''Everyone is sold on the idea of
an academic link With the co-op, but
last year the administration said they
did not have the funding, and this
year we're going to start playing
hardball if they don't come up with a
good reason for not funding a plan to
establish that link," .said Mark
Duran, ASUNM Lobby Committee
chairman,
The co-op began as a student
organized program in the early
1970s and has been subsidized by
ASUNM and the Graduate Student
Association since its inception, The

University agreed to provide the
space, but according to Duran, it's
tbe University, not student government, thi\t benefits most from the
arrangement.

George O'Neil

Junior and senior level students
arc needed as tutors to help educationally disadvantaged students pursuing careers in Dental Programs
and the College of Pharmacy,
Richard Sanchez, director of the
pharmacyfdental careers opportun-

ity program, said he needs tutors in
the areas of chemistry, organic che·
mistry, biology, microbiology,
patho-physiology, medical terminology andphannaceutics. Information about schedules and pay scale is
available from Sanchez or Emily
Baca at 277-3861.

ASUNM/GSA Child
CareCo•op

Back Awareness Demonstrations
Hour 11AM-1PM (Ftee non-alcoholic drinks)
2 mile Sunset Fun Run Friday 6 PM

presents

25% Off

Free measles and rubella immunizations

lobo
men's
shop

Mondays 9-10 AM Sept. 26 - Oct. 31, 1983
A six week support group for men and women students to explore concerns \ve share about the
mle of work and relationships in our lh•es. Counseling technic1ucs will be used to assist participants in the exploration process.
Pt·eliminary inlt!rview please.
Tht! Stitdct1t Mental Health St!rVice: 277·4537

StRUCTURE, FUNCTION, DESIRE
Pre-registrntion requit·t!d 277 -31:J6
Ann Clark, RP'f, facilitator
. - ..
. "' .... .. -

'

~

;,

What is a
Birkenstock?

The pharmacy/dental careers
opportunity prognim is intended to •
help students whose educational
backgrounds have not provided experiences that would have allowed
the students to develop their talent
and potefltial il! areas related to
health science.

Let~ teet make a place fur themselves.
Open Mon.·Sat.
4821 Central N.E.
9:3o-6:oo
Albuquerque,

r.!i1iiiJiiiJ -

~ llillliil

N.M. 87Jo8
255·86]3

--

Scienc:e in Pre-School
Workshop will be given by

School/Work & Relationship Group

Dealing with Body Mechanics, postural awareness,
and self-help exercises

Ko~'iu\

A Workshop on:

T-sllirts to first 100 entnints

Tuesday and Thursday 12-lPM Sept. 20- Oct. 13, 1983

"The co-op provides quality care
and· allows the non-traditional student to count on the service, which
in turn increases the enrollment and
benefits the University,'' said
Duran.
The co-op currently receives
$21,500 from ASUNM and $8,000
from GSA yearly, with the rest of its
budget coming from government
sources and some work-study staff.
George O'Neil, the co-op administrator, has already begun to lay
the groundwork for the academic
link by working with the home economics department in developing a
five-year plan. O'Neil said he also
intends to solicit rnore volunteer
assistance from a number of departments,
"When we moved into our new
building, the University changed its
agreement to include research and
teaching as part of our function, so
we're officially ohly providing services.

subversives into our country"
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Reagan suggested and renewed the U, S. charge that
Wednesday that Soviet ship- criminals and mental patients
ments of offensive anns to the were "deliberately planted"
Caribbean and Central America among the tens of thousands.
may have released the United
"We've appealed a number of
States from the tenns of a 1962
times for Cuba to take them back,
pledge to not invade Cuba.
and they've· refused," Reagan
Reagan, in a question-andsaid. "We're still trying to work
<~nswer session with Hispanic reout this problem.''
porters, said the mutual restraint
In a still-secret understanding
promised by the superpowers in
the charged climate of the Cuban following the 1962 Cuban mismissile crisis should be reviewed sile crisis, President Kennedy
promised to nOt invade Cuba in
in light of more recent events.
Reagan did not elaborate. He return for a pledge ,by Soviet Predid, however, accuse Cuban mier Nikita Krushchev that MosPresident Fidel Castro of using cow wo•Jld remove missiles from
the massive boatlift of refugees to Cuba and not reintroduce offenthe United States ''to infiltrate sive weapons into the area.

Health Science Programs Seek Tutors

NOONTIME ENTERTAINMENT:
LINDA COTTON & STREETLIFE

Back Awareness Class

Shipments May Remove Pledge

Rivers, the explorers reached the
Embun rapids - tbe main obstacle
in all previous attempts to traverse
Borneo.
"There were 20-foot arching
waves, yawning holes and a precipitous drop plunging like a rocket with
this hideous rising m'ist,'' said
Long. "It was impossible for any
known craft to survive the
Embun , .. We realized it would
be totally suicidal to use our boats to
run them."
Matching to the roar of the rapids
and dining on native delicacies such
as roasted lizard, the team instead
continued their trek overland
through the equatorial jungle where leeches, spiders and ants
almost got the .better ·Of them,
Two and a half days later - 43
days after the expedition started
out - the men reached Tarakan on
tlie east coast.
''Our other expeditions have been
tough, but nothing's been as arduous
as this Borneo traverse," the team
conclud.ed from the welcome comfort of an air-conditioned Kuala
Lumpur hotel.

Ladles
& Men's

2120 Central sE:

243-6954

20% Off

Palmyra Lo Monico

THE LASERLIGHT ROCK CONCERT
FEATURING THE WHO, THE POLICE, PINK FLOYD,
THE ROLLING STONES, MEN AT WORK, AND MANY MORE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 161

Monday Sept.19 7pm
at the Child Care Co•op

1210 University NE
$5 general admission
$3 students

••1••···········•1•1~·-·-'

•

B:DD &

1D:DDPM

-

WOODWARD HALL RM. 101

$3.00 STUDENTS $4.00 GENERAL
TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE
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.Forum
Editorial--Quality Over Union Call
Many voices are calling for improved quality of education in New
Mexico. Most recently, the loudest calls were heard a!Tuesday's rally
from the University of New Mexico faculty, asking also for the rightto
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Jane Slaughter, president of the Faculty Representation Associa·
tion, said at the rally, "Desired ch<mges do not occur because some·
one gives them to you." Nor do they occur without some sacrifice.
In the case of faculty unionization, the sacrifice could be in the
quality of teaching, Unquestionably, the faculty and staff of this Uni·
versity need their concerns to be given greater consideration, bui
unionizing is not necessarily the best method.
If they unionized, not only would faculty have more bargaining
leverage for deserved higher p;;~y, but more protection from firing
practices. Herein lies the danger. A union secures all, not just those
deserving of security. There are already enough deadbeats on the
faculty, becoming indolent on their tenured thrones. Professors, the
good ones, should have their causes championed, but a union would
not distinguish between the meritorious and the undeserving,
A faculty is judged as a whole, and this University's should strive to
elevate its membership, not defend existing mediocrity,

MOOSE
TJNEY ANAYA
AND JAMES WATT IN
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By Marian Wright Edelman
President of the Children's Defense Fund

Editor's Note: This is the conclusion to Wednesday's article.
Just one hour's worth of President Reagan's proposed defense
increase this year in milit<:~ry spending would pay for free school
lunches for 19,000 children for a school year. A day's worth of his
proposed defense increase would pay for a year's free school lunches
for almost one half-million low-income students. A week's worth of
his proposed defense spending could buy a fully-equipped micro·
computer for every classroom of low-income children of school age
in the United States, assuming 25 children to a classroom.

National Forum:
An Insider's Look At Public Issues
Or, to look at the cost of specific weapons programs:
-Building one less of the planned 226 MX missiles we still can't
find a place to hide would save $110 million, or the amount needed to
eliminate poverty in 101,000 female headed households a year. If we
cancel the whole MX program we could eliminate poverty for all12
million poor children and have enough left over to pay college costs
for 300,000 potential engineers, mathematicians and scientists who
may not be able to afford college.
-Eliminating nine of the Pentagon's planned 100 B·1 bombers
would save $2.3 billion, about what it would cost to finance Medicaid
for all poor pregnant women and children below the poverty level.
The Children's Defense Fund is seeking enactment this year of a
Children's Survival Bill (H.FI. 1603 and S. 572) to restore funding for
carefully selected children's programs. These restor<:~tions would re·
turn some semblance offairness to the budget and alleviate some of
the child suffering we and others have documented.
Twenty years ago, Dwight Eisenhower eloquently expressed the
need to invest in our children rather than bombs, mothers rather than
missiles:
" •.. This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of
its children.''

The UNM Student Health
Center will present a Health Fair
today and Friday from9 a.m. to 3
p.m. on the East Mall next to the
New Mexico Union.
The fair will include displays
and drawings, health screening
for anemia, diabetes, and blood
pressure, and hearing and eye
testing.
Noontime entertainment will
be provided by Linda Cotton and
Streetlife.
Free measles and rubella immunizations will be given.
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Officials Urge
Vaccination for
Flu Protection
SANTA FE (UP!) - State health
officials are urging people in certain
high-risk groups, such as those over
the age of 65 or with certain chronic
diseases, to be vaccinated against
influenza.

---Opinion--Children's Survival Bill Seeks Aid
For Restoration of Cut Programs

Health Fair
Starts Today

-----,.LetterS----~victim'

Condemns NM·Law

Editor:
Rape is a bad word. We all think of a rapist as a
vile, sick human being, one who deserves to be
locked away forever, to be isolated from the rest
of society. This is a common reaction. Of all the
crimes against people, rape is the lowest of the
low.
· But what about you? What if you were arrested
and charged with rape, even though you knew
you would never do such a thing? Impossible,
you say? It could happen.
Because of a law in New Mexico, Statute 30-915, N.M.S.A. 1978, any person can be accused of
the crime of rape by another individual, and can
be brought to trial without corroborative
evidence. .. Every person living in New Mexico
is under the constant threat of having his life and
that of his family destroyed at the whim of any
vindictive individual,. and the resistance to such a
trial by the district attorney is non-existent, since
this is one sure way of adding convictions to his
record in office.
If you are skeptical of this ever happening, I
refer you to a case now on appeal, the State of
New Mexico vs. Jim Hunter, New Mexico Supreme Court Appeal No. 14,758.
This is a case where the accused was a laW·
abiding citizen, 45 years of age, never arrested for
any crime in his entire life, tried, convicted and
sentenced to life in prison wit,h two nine-year
sentences to run concurrently, underthe shadow
of the law above.

There was no corroboration of the testimony,
no evidence of the crime ever having occurred,
and there was the testimony of a prominent
physician involved to the effect that it would have
been impossible for the crime to have occurred
during at least a part of the period claimed by the
witness whose testimony resulted in the imposi·
lion of the life sentence.

"A new shot flu vaccine is needed
each year for the highest possible
protection, especially for the highrisk groups," Dr. Jonathan Mann,
chief medical officer of the Heallh
and Environment Department, said
Wednesday. "We recommend vaccination in late summer or early
fall."
Mann said the high-risk group in·
eludes people with chronic heart,
lung or kidney disease, diabetes or
those "with a condition associated
with lower immunity such as

cancer.''

Nudist Group Obtains Charter
By George E. Gorospe

Sunbathing Association's Yucca
Naturist Club for their meetings,
A group of Univerpity of New Brookshire says.
"We have already set up a drawMexico students that says it wants to
promote better mental and physical ing session with some people from
health through the elimination of all UNM's art department, and during
clothing has received chartered stu· the course of the year we nave plans
to travel to Arizona, the Jemez
dent organization status,
The UNM Nudist Alliance Mountains, and to camps in Coloraobtained a charter from the Associ- do, all of which are very nice
ated Students of the University of spots,'' Brookshire says.
The most important goal of the
New Mexico Tuesday, the first step
to get UNM students more involved nudist Alliance· is to inform nonand to clear up the misconception nudists of the true nature of the nudmost non-nudists have about nud· ist movement and dispel misconcepism, says Elic Davis Brookshire, a tions about nudism that have arisen
during the last half century, Brook·
spokesman for the group.
"Most non.nudists think of nud- shire says,
"For the last 50 years, we have
ists as weirdos who are into swinging, but they couldn't be further than fought obscenity battles in the courts
the truth. Nudism is an ethical and taken a Jot of harassment from
movement that promotes a family the public in general.
"At the same time, sociologists
philosophy toward better health and
a wholesome socialization through a and psychologists who have studied
complete aware.ness of their own the movement have concluded that
in most cases, the nudist displays a
bodies,'' says Brookshire.
The organization has about a more mature and responsible atti·
dozen members so far and will use tude toward sexuality and more easithe private facilities of the Western ly adj!lsts to the socialization pro·

cess than the non-nudist, especially
in the case of nudist children,''
Broolcshire says,
"We're just simply tired of the
misinformed views of people who
don't know anything about the nudist and express views that lead us
(the nudist) to believe that they arc
the weridos," Brookshire says.
The benefits of taking off one's
clothes in a social situation have
been proven to be substantial, he
adds.
By removing the last artificial
barrier of clothing, according to
Brookshire, nudism creates a higher
standard of sincerity and frankness
between sexes, weakens sexual segregation and promotes harmony between the sexes.
"Once everyone's clothes arc removed, all vestiges of social status
and sexual competition are removed
so that a person can be accepted on
face value rather than the type of
clothes he or she wears. What remains is a true person-to-person relationship that non-nudists cannot
understand,'' Brookshire says,

Author To Discuss Meditation
By Camille Cordova
Professor Joseph Chilton Pearce,
a well-known lecturer and author,
will be speaking on "Human Development and Meditation" at 7:30
p.m. Friday at the Kiva Auditorium
on the University of New Mexico
campus. Admission is $3 .50.
Pearce's latest book, "The Bond
of Power," correlates recent find·
ings on intelligence growth with
anc.ient Yogic disciplines and
.theories of the East, particularly the
theory of Siddha meditation.
"Siddah meditation is a form of
ancient meditation that has a yoga
lineage,'' said Deborah Burkart of

I he S iddha Meditation Center in
Albuquerque. "It parallels the findings in modern physics, which
places more emphasis on energy
than matter."
Pearce's controversial overview
covers three major issues. He will
discuss an outline of a biological
plan for the development of an in·
telligence radically more powerful
and capable than currently practiced
or recognized.

The analysis of current practices
damaging the development of children in technological societies will
touch on such issues as the epidemic
increase in· autism, childhood schizophrenias, childhood suicides, the
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S111cluary .Group will hold aclo,scdAA inceting for
a:lcoholics ortl)' at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays a~

the Newman Center. More lnfonnatlon Is avnilablc at
24)-1094,
Waaon Whuls

square dance club wilt me<:t at 7

p.m. Thursdays rn NM Union Room 231, Fee Is SO
cents. More informatlonJs.avallable.at 842-0046.

NarcoUctJ Aaonymoua will hold its. "Natural
Hlsh" group mtetlng at 8 p.m. Thursdays ai St.

Thomas of Cantcbur)l, 425 University N.E. Open to
th~public,

The UNM Folk Danren will give couples ft>lk
dancirig classes at 7:30 p.m. Thursday~ in the SUB

Ballroom. Partn_ers ·are. not necesslll)' and beg!nner.s
are welcomed. More information is available at 2931490,
Enghiffn· for Social Rttpowlblllt:r will present a

talk by Gordon McClure, a nuclear physicist who
worked in weapons ~e.!iearch for 27 years a 'Sandia
Labrat~;>ries, at 8 p.·m, jodo)' in M.E. Room 218. He
will speak on "Solutions t_o the Nuclear Arms Race.''
More Information IS aya.llablc at277·6SS4.
Air Force 0f(iecl'3 Quallf)'ln& Tes1 will b~: aiven at8
a.m. Sept, 23 and 9 a.m. Sept. 24 in the Air Force
ROTC building, 190J Las. Lomas N.E. Ail those
interested in becoming an Air Force orriccr nrc

welcome to ta'kc ihc test with no obligation. More
lnfonnllon Is. nvnllable bycontactln&Sst. Nc:wmart or
Sst, Allen at 271~4.502.

He will also be giving a one-day
workshop on ·• Human Development and Meditation" on Saturday
in Santa Fe. For more infonnation,
call 268-8674.

Friday's Events

New Mexlt::o Gcogrtphfc:AI Sociely will present

"Prople to People, China, June 1983, by Dr, T. Karl
Wuerching of the department of geography fi.C New
McKico Suite Onivcrsiiy, at 4 p.m. Frida)' in the
anthr<'pcdogy bUilding Room 163. More Information
b availablcat277..4047.
Soulbweal Campus Chrlstlan Fellowlblp will meet
at 7;30 p.m. today in NM Onion Room 210. Bl)'an
Kamps ·will lead the group In 00$IlCI singing.
Everyone Is welcome. More infonnatlon Is avalloble
at 255-5472.

iJNM D1llrocm D•ne~·Ciub will meet at 7:30p.m,
Friday in _the 'NM Union Ballroom. A mlnllesson In

Samba Miranda will be Jiven by PtnnY McClure.
Morc.lnformadon is available at277-427J.

It has always been my thought that as long as I
lived in the United States my rights, privileges
and freedoms were guaranteed by the Constitu·
tion. But, clearly, this is not so.
The law should require every rape victim to
produce positive proof of the alleged crime by
going to a doctor immediately after the crime so
evidence can be had to prove the alleged crime
did occur. Then, and only then, after this estab·
lished fact, should the district attorney be
allowed to pursue conviction of the accused.
This Simple change in the law, could prevent
innocent people being put through the injustices
that my family and I (and no doubt many others
before me) have had to suffer. No person should
have to go to prison for a crime that never hap·
pened.
Please, for your own protection, insist that
your legislators change this law.

University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology

In town for the duration
~~v:nJ~.

is studying the
of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasls.
Patients should be between
the age of U and 75.
For more information, pktJIIe caU 277-6770
between the hours of9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
~ffectiveness

• FDA regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potential to
pa1ctieiipa1te in this drug study.

~~~

Illll.ll
•

Jim R. Hunter

II.
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Letters Si.Jbmisston PoliCy: letters to the editor must be ·ryped 1 double-spaced l'lnd no·fnofi:l
_tli<Hi_ 2M \Nards. All mailed-In letters must be signed by the_ aUthor i!nd lriclude Sddr·ess :and
telephone number. No nartws w111 bo withheld. 'rhe Dairy Lobo-dues not guararttee J)ublicatiCHi
'3nd will edit lettots· for length and libelous cohtent.

Denni~

the

organizations. M()rc information ls avnil•ble aJ 822-

Since I arn the individual involved in the appeal
mentioned,! can speak with authority as one who
has been victimized by the law above.

Featuring Special Prices On:

There's still life

Oysters , ...••.... • •... • • · · · · .. · • • •doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95
Shrimp on Ice ...... , .... , • ....... ·doz. $4.95

half doz. $2.95

author soiCiy. Unsigned opinlon is thai Clfthe editor and reffects the editorial policy dfthe ~a per,
but doeS not necessarily represent tfic views of the members of the Daily Lobo staH.

New! Editor,., ..•.. , ....

aboul

Golden Key N11Uonal Uonor Sodely is hosting nn
1nfoitnatlon 1al1h: tpday and Friday .in the main lobby
of the NM Union for interested :iclu:,llas~ic achievers:.
Mcmbmhlpdc-adlluc is Sept. 23. More information Is
available at 843~7341.

ENJOY
Happy Hoar

The New Mexfca Dally Lobo iS publish(!d Mo11tfav through Friday every regular week ol the
"Urdvctsityyear, weeklY duriny closed and finals weeks and weekly during the summer session,
by the Board of Student Publications ofth£! University of New Mmdt:O,Subst:tiption rate is 510
per_ at:ademre-vear. Second class postage paid at AlbuquerQue, New Mexico 87131.
Tlie Opitlioris expressed on the editOrial j:l-ages of the New MeKlCo· Daily Lobo are those or the

Editor., ..•••. , .............. ·stacy Greer~
Mahaglng Edfh:H ••........•••. WrM P"ropp
Assot:, Managing Editor ......... David Gal

New M,c~lco Medical !HJdety Is. looking for c_ollegc
!ftUdcnts •o run a booth at tlle New Mexico Sial~: Fuir.
The s!u~ent volunteers wiU distribute irtformatlon

battered child syndrome, premature
sexuality and the disappearance of
childhood, and the capacity for rc·
pair of this damage and resumption
of true development through the usc
of the technique of Siddha Meditation,
Pearce has lectured at major universities throughout the United
States, Canada and England. His
work has received worldwide attention, and his books have been published in many foreign languages.
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Campus Crime Rate Declines

Need Some E:xtra Cash?
'

'

Whether you are selling or buying, classified ads say it all. With
29,000 readers, your
message gets a lot of
exposure. Come to
131 Marron Hall to
place your ad.

By Valerie Gerard

SKILLS CENTER

TUTORS
NEEDED
Work-Study Qualified
For Math 100, 120, and 121
See Susan Deese
Room 344 Zim1nerman
$4.15/hour
;:~~~~:!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Let your family know
what's happening on campus
without writing a letter.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

Thec.rimerate at the University of
New Me~ico declined substanthllly
during the first seven months of this
year, according to a UNM Campus
Police report.
·
The report, submitted by UNM
Chief of Police Berry Cox to UNM
Vice President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, shows five categories of
crime at the University decreased
from January through July 1983,
compared to the same period in
1982.
Of nine categorics of major
offenses Listed in the report, two
categories increased and two remained the same.
"The (crime) problem isn't
caused by University students,"
Baid Cox, but by people from outside
the University community who
come on campus.
For example. of 37 arrests. including trnffic arrests, made on campus in 1983, only five were Uni-

vcrsity students. The remaining 32
people booked were non-students.
During the same period of 1982, 43
people were booked, The number of
non-students booked in that period is
not available.
Forcible rape dropped this year
with only one rape reported, compared to two reported by the end of
July 1982. No attempted rapes, a
separate offense, were reported
either year. Indecent exposures decreased by more than half in 1983
with seven incidents reported in
1983, compared to .16 in 1982.
Although aggravated assaults increased from two to five in 1983,
simple assaults decreased from 23 to
15.
"The most prevalent crimes,"
said Cox, "are the 'actions of opportunity.· Most of these deal with theft
of office mach in cry, unattended
purses, !illd improperly secured
bicycles.'·
Private property Larcenies decreased by 121 incidents through

Per Year

whole evening."
Thies already has about 15 ushers/
Alot of people enjoy tile perform- house managers to draw from, but
ing arts, be it theater productions. needs more to fill crews for all the
dance shows. concerts - but find shows this year in Rodey Theatre,
their budgets sometimes limit what the Experimental Theatre and Popejoy Ha]J.
they
canway
experience.
Ushering consists of passirtg out
One
armmd paying high
prices for shows on campus is to programs and showing people to
become an usher. Tracy Thies, their scats. New ushers require only
House Management Coordinator, a short lecture acquainting them
needs a few good men and women to with the theater, Thies said.
Most of h~r ushers are from the
join her crew of ushers and house
theater .arts department, but Thies
managers,
Thies said the qualities she looks said she welcomes anyone to usher
fot· in prospective ushers arc respon- who can be relied on to show up
sibility, courtesy and calmness in when he or she is scheduled to work.
Ushers arc encouraged to work
dealing with emergencies.
''Ushers arc the first people an regularly, rather than just for one
audience comes in contact with." show they especially want to sec,
Thies said. "If they're rude, obno- Thies added, because experienced
xious or show people to the wrong ushers do a better job.
''They need to be semi·
scat, they can turn them off to the

By Holly .Jaycox

Theatre produces 10 plays each
year with local talent and some
New Mexico playwrights have professionals. Their audience is a
an opportunity to get their plays general cross section of Albu·
produced by entering the Albu· querquc's adult population.
qucrque Little Theatre's playThe winning entcy will be conwright competition.
sidered for production.
the plays must be full length,
original and unpublished. Music·
Plays should be submitted to
als are not eligible. There are no Michael Myers, artistic director
restrictions on theme, sets or cast at the Albuquerque Little
Theatre, 224 San Pasquale S. W.,
size.
The Albuquerque Little 87104. The deadline is Nov. I.

By Holly .Jaycox

Marron Hall Rm. 131
or send 10.00 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of H.M.
Albuquerque,H.M. 87131

FALL SALE
SEPTEMBER 16AND 17

Chairman To Investigate
Ombudsman Possibility

PATAGONIA
POLYPROPYLENE
UNDERWEAR
IJGHTWElGtrl' AND EXPEDITION \X'EIGIIT

$9.95 - $16.95
RilTAlL S21.00 S39.SO

PANTS AND SWEATERS
ROB DINS GUERNSEY SWEATERS

$16.95

1\E't'Al L S·l4.00

$16.95

ROBBINS BUSH PANTS
Ru'fAIL S4S.OO

RAGG WOOL SWEATER..'i

$18.50·$19.95

RE'rAlL l'P TO S:Z7.00

20% to 50% OFF OTHER ITEMS

6307 Menaul N.E.
Albuquerque, Ne_w Mexico
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in internal committees and research.
he said.
"This is completely unrecognized in discussions of faculty work
load,'' Jones said.
Associated Students of the University of New Mexi.co President
Dan Serrano told the commission of
student concerns. Financial assist-

ance and moderate tuition are the
main concerns of ASUNM.
"The work-study program and its
contmued funding is vital to the students attending colleges and universities in New Mexico," Serrano
said. ''The important issue is that
first, the work-study program be
funded properly."
"Tuition rates have always been a

major concern of student leaders,''
Serrano said. Tuition increases have
fluctuated over the years, and a fair
and equitable formula needs to be
developed, he added.
Some possible tuition form!llas,
according to Serrano, include a five
percent increase every academic
year, an increase equal to New Mexico inflation rate during a given

year, or tuition payments equal to
the 8 to 12 percent of instructional
and general expenditures for a given
institution.
Serrano also said any stndent graduating from a New Mexico high
school should be entitled to admission to state institutions. Primary
and secondary curriculums should
be strengthened to ensure adequate

preparation for freshmen,
James Wiegmann, UNM budget
director, told the commission it is
essential to have the funding fornmla at 100 percent. UNM received 96
percent of its formula funding in the
1983 fiscal year,
Wiegmann also said a fonnula
should be developed to meet the
ongoing needs of UNM !ibnJdes.

Ushering Offers Budget Break

Local Theater Holds
Playwright Contest

Only 10.00

July 1983. A total of 222 incidents
with an estimated total value of
$69,0;26, was reported this year,
compared to 343 larcenies with a
value of $75,802 in 1982,
Thefts of University property also
decreased. Fifty-eight incidents,
with a total value of $23,372, were
reported at the University in 1983,
The 66 reported cases in 1982. resulted in the loss of University property worth $27,7 59,
Seven burglaries to private property were reported both periods.
University property burglaries increased in 1983 with eight incidents
totaling $6,229 reported this year,
compared to five totaling $7,562 in
1982.
Robberies increased by two incidents in 1983, with two reported this
year, compared to no reported incidents through July 1982.
Only one narcotics case was reported in 1983 and none in 1982.
No homicides were reported
either year.

Hearing------~---------------------------

ny Gail Fishel
At1 ombudsman is an orficial who
serves as an advisor, investigator
and mediator. University of New
Mexico Faculty Senate Chairman
David Kauffman wants to investigate tic possibility of such a position
for UNM.
"lf a person knows the system
well he call handle it. but there arc
cases where they (faculty and students) get turned down, do not know
where to go or tun into red ta(le.''
Kauffman said. He said he has heard
of ombudsmen at other universities
across the country and has seen a
number of cases on campus where it
could be used.
"My intention is to first review
what was done before, artdassuming
there arc enough positive features, a
small cornmlttee would be formed to
write up a proposal for an mnbuds·
man which would then be submitted

to the Faculty Senate for approval. ft
is in the beginning stugcs,'' Kauffman said.
Kauffman said the ombudsman
position could be set up in several
ways- a. full-time position, several people alternating part-time or a
committee of ombudslttcn, He said
he plans to look for the least expcrtsive and most effective way for the
ombudsman to meet the needs of
faculty and studcrtts.
The idea of an ombudsman is not
new to the University of New Mcx·
ico. In December of 1972 the University Community Forum submitted two names to the Regents for the
pos!tion, but the Regents wanted
addJtloriUI hamcs for consideration,
The University Community Forum
refused, sayirtg they had considered
only. the two candidates already
nommatcd. The Regents, subsequently, never acted ort the matter.

professional in order to give the audience a good first impression,"
Thies snid.
Since each show needs four
ushers and a house manager for cvecy performance. Thies has a big job
filling the crews. Popejoy shows
only need two ushers representing
the arts management, for which
Thies is the student representative.
Being an usher is not just volurt·
tcer work. Thies said the benefit of
ushering is seeing shows free, often
in good seats. Couples who usher
together can have a cheap evening
with minimal effort, she said.
Thies requests that prospective
ushers leave a note in the theater arts
office (Room 1412 of the Fine Arts
Center) with their name and phone
number so they can be contacted for
interviews.

Enrollment
Flourishes
By Debbie Figge
The College of Arts and Sciences
is in good condition this year, with
overall enrollment up, said Dean
Chris Garcia.
The college had a total enrollment
of 48,928 students in Arts and Sciences classes, an enrollment incrcase of 645 students at the end of
registration, drawing from 20 departments. Many students arc enrolled in more than one A&S course
and are counted once for each
course, resulting in the 48,928 figure.
Departments showing the largest
increase were psychology, up 17.8
percent, and sociology, up 31 percent.
Other departments showing substantial increases were biology,
modern and classical languages,
linguistics and AJtterican studies.
''It is good to know that the social
and behavioral scictlces, as well as
the humanities departments, are
seeing an enrollment increase," said
Garcia.
Departments in the college which
have had a decrease in enrollment
this year arc English, anthropology
and history,
Because of the transfer or basic
skills classes out of the College of
Arts and Sciences into General Col•
lege, the English dcpartmcrtt lost
I ,382 students.
"Ail of our basic skills students in
Eng Iish and math were lost to the
General College," said Garda.
The math dcpartmCill, which traditi(mally shows. the largest gains
cvecy year, remained the same as
last year. Only 554 students were
lost from thcr department to General
College,

"'1983 AdolpH Coo~ Compony Golden Colorado 80401. Brew~! c1 FIMQuahly~ee"Since 187~
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Arts

Arts

Films Deal with Uprising of Punk/New Wave Music

Reading by Everson
To Spark '83 Series

series, who were developing as filmmakers during this culture's peak,
The series begins with Rude Boy,
The punk movement began in the
late '70s both as a .reaction against which will run today through Saturthe staid "big rock'' sound that day, The film, directed by Jack Haxdominated American and EuropeHn en and David Mingay, documents
airwaves and as a violent plea for the rise of the rock group the Cl~sh
and contains mUch of their early
social change.
The primitive, urgent music did music, backed with electric concert
much to pave the way for further footage.
Rude Boy takes a bleakly beautiexperimentation in rock, and the
punk/new wave mentality would fullook at the working culture from
eventually influence all areas of pop which "punk" emerged. !3oth the
film and the Clash have been surculture.
Four films dealing with the results rounded by controversy si.nce Rude
of lhis musical uprising will be fea- Boy's release,
Lenz, showing Sept. 23 and 24, is
tured in the Center for ,Contemporary Arts· season opener, "New an updated version of George BuchWave: Music/Culture/New Direc- ner's novel about Jac.ob Lenz, an
18th century poet who descends into
tors.,,
The punk movemellt influenced madness.
The story centers around New
the four directors featured in the

York City's punk/n.ew wave underground ~nd examines the life of a
man. ''estranged to all environments, including his own body,"
Director Alc~and>e Rockwell, who
has been hailed by German critics as
the "American Herzog," stars in
the tide role.
Lenz is followed by Emerald
Cities, the final film in Richard

lly Rena Distasio

Schmidt's "dreams-come-true"
trilogy.
The film mixes drugs, yideo, Santa Claus and punk rock into a bizarre
satirization of American culture.
Emerald Cities will run from Sept.
29 through Oct. I.
The series will close with Radio
On, Oct. 6-8, the first film by criticturned-director Chris Petit.

Radio On is a sort of "antithriller" set in England that features
the music of David Bowie, Kraftwerk, Jan Dury, Lenc Lovich, Devo
and Eddie Cochran,
All shows arc at 7 and 9 p.m. in
the Film Gallery on the lower level
of the Armory for the Arts, 1050 Old
Peco Trail, Santa Fe, Admission is

THE TESTING DIVISION OF UNM
ANNOUNCES ITS REGULAR

STUDENT TESTING SERVICE
The Testing Division, as a spe!!ial service,. publishes this .calendar showing test dates and
registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be
published at the beginning of fall and spring semesters.

$3.

We suggest that you clip and save this calendar for future reference.

UNM Patio Theater Premieres
.

TEST

TEST DATE

CLOSING DATE
FOR REGISTRATION

Certification Exam
for Dental Assistan.ts

Oct, 15, 198.3

Aug. 22, 1983

College Level
E"amination Program
(CLEP)

Oct. 13, 1983
Sept. 20, 1983 (Suhj,)
Nov. 17, 1983
Oct. 25, 1983 (Subj.)
(No registration deadline for General exams)

Communication Skills
Test (CST)

Fri., Sept. 30, 1983
No prior 1·egistration
Thurs., Nov. 10, 1983
necessary
IMPORTANT
Test. sessions m·e scheduled for 8:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. THES.E ARE TEST STARTING TIMES.

1504 Central SE
jack's Lounge
(5 hlks. west of UNM)
and
Restaurant parry-out orders 242-7490
Richard's Dollar Happy Hour

The CST will be given at the TESTING DIVISION,
Rm. S, Unive1·sity College Bldg.
Dental Admission
Testing P1·ogram
(DAT)

Call Drinks $1.50 4:30-6:30p.m.
Try our great Lobo Burger, watch for our
Specials, and d<Jn't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!
Daily except Sunday ll:OOa.m. • !O:OOp.m.

Ka~hrlne

St'()ti

Co.rnwa)·

The open-air Patio Dinner Theater in the New Mexico Union is being prepared for this
lii(Bekends premier of Every Trick in the Book.
1.

By Maureen Cummings

P R E S E N T S
MANliAlTAN TRANSfER
Tonight Thursday September 15
KIVA Auditorium

apm

Todd Rundgren
&Otopia
Sunday, September 25th, 8 PM
Graham Central S1·ation

The Temptations
& The FourTops

A widow who discovers .her late husband used Every
Trick in the Book to deceive her is. the main character in
the University of New Mexico Patio Theater's premiere
play.
Theater arts Chairman Brian Hansen directs the
French comedy written by Feydeau, and says it "ex·
pands the mind as well as the spirit'' of the audience.
Hansen describes the play as a farce which takes
place in Paris in 1892, but says the play's characters arc
contemporary because they're "just like people all
around'' who fool themselves and try to appear respectable when they're really not.
He says he chose Every Trick ill the Book for the
opening Patio The.ater production because it has been
performed only once before in the United States, and
because Feybeau is a world-renowned playwright. The
play premieres at UNM on Friday.
Rehearsals by the six-mcmbercastare going "terrifically," and the play is "fun,';,. Hansen says.
Tickets for the buffet and performance arc $I 5.
which New Mexico Union Service Center employee
LeeAnn Smith calls "a good deal. 0
Smith says students who think the ticket price is high
would be paying at least that amount if they bought

CHADAD· JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER

Saturday, October 1st
2 shows 7 PM & 10:30 PM
Kiva Auditorium
Reserved seating

YOM KIPPUR 6 SUKKOT SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 9-16
6:45 KOL NIDRE SERVICE

THURSDAY 9·22
10:00 A.M. Sul~l~ot Morning Service
6:45P.M. Evening SeNice

SATUkDAY 9·17
10:00A.M. Yom Kippur Morning Service FkiDAY 9·23
12:30 P.M. Yzl·'iOr Memorial Service 10:00 A.M. Morning Service
6:00P.M. Mincho SeNice
6:45P.M. Evening Service

Tickets available at all Giant Ticket Centers:
The General Stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe·
Record Bar in Coronado Center
The New Wild West Music
S.U.B. Box Office at U.N.M.
In Santa Fe at:
Candyman
Music 'N More
Jim Manning in La Fonda
and in Taos at Que Paso
60¢ seNice charge on all tickets.

dinner and. drinks at a nice restaurant, along With tickets
to a movie.
She describes Patio Theater tickets as a "package"
deal, and says she's not trying to price students out of
the market.
. Smith says she hopes people will consider the Patio
Theater, located in the second floor of .the SUB, as a
place "to have a nice meal in a casual atmosphere
without spending a lot of money."
Smith ;~I so says lack of space will limit the theater to
"small-scale" performances, but "the skyis the limit"
for the variety of performances which can be shoy;n
there.
She says she's accepting proposals for "any kind of
talent we can find," including dancers, musicians.
storytellers, mime and any type of theater performers,
Students will be given the same consideration as nonstudents for their performances, she says.
The play will be shown every weekend through Oct.
8, with a buffet menu including a salad bar, assorted rye
roll horn of plenty, decorated fish, chicken breast
flambe, standing round of beef. wild rice, half baked
potato and cheesecake jubilee.
The buffet begins at 6:30 p.m. and show time is 8
p.m.
Smith asks that anyone who wants to buy tickets for
or perform in the Patio Theater call her at 277-2331 ._

6:30 P.M. Neilo Services Followed
by 13reoi<Hhe·Fast
WEDNESDAY 9·21
6:45 Sul~l~ot Service

SATURDAY 9·24
10:00 A.M. Shabbat Morning
Service

EVERYONE WELCOME

.

Chobod House
1801 Sigma Chi N.E. Albuquerque; N.M.
Phone 296-6060

~...,...,,...,...,,,,""'""""'"''~~~;s:o;s:o>&;;s,;;s,;s:i58<~~~-.....~"'S.~~~'%."">.~''§_"'*·

1948, The Veritable Years: Poems /948·1966, and 711e ill!egral Years:
Poems 1966 ~ highlights the existential predicaincnt that supplies the thrust
for int!ch of his poetry.
Tonight's reading will beg itt at 7:30.
.
. . ...
Funds for the Poetry Series arc provided by the AssoctatedStudcnt~ ~nd
the Graduate Students Association, the English dcpartlltcnt and the Vtstmg
Lecturer Cott1mittcc. _

(NOTE: Applications must be in the American Dental
Association office by closing date)
Oct. 22, 1983
Jan. 28, 1984
Mar. 17, 1984
June 16, 1984
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked no later
closing date)

Sept.
Dec.
Feb.
May
than

19,
26,
13,
14,

1983
1983
1984
1984

Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE)

Oct. 15, 1983
Dec. 10, 1983
Feb. 4, 1984
April 28, 1984
June 9, 1984 (General only)
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked no later
closing date)

Sept. 15,
Nov, 4,
Dec. 29,
Mar. 23,
May 4,
than

1983
1983
1983
1984
1984

Graduate School
Foreign Language
Test (GSFLT)

Contact Testing Division (277-5345 for .appointment)

Law School Admission
Test (LSAT)

Oct. 1, 1983

By Paul. Radella
Those who have attended a William Everson poetry reading speak of a
dynamic man stalking the room, playing to his audience,
Al.though the poet himself recognizes the "banalities" of old age- the
everyday commitments to his wife and household, around which his life now
centers - his longtime admirers claim he is judging hhiJsclftoo harshly, that
much of the past energy is still there.
If even a few sparks ofthat vitality slip into tonight'sreading in Humanities
RoDm 108, then those on hand, whether seasoned fans or newcomers to
Everson's poetry, should find this event a noteworthy beginning to this year's
"Poets and Writers'' series.
Everson's career is interesting in itself. In 1950, at the age of 38 and
already a reputable poet who had earlier fallen under the spell of Robinson
Jeffers, Everson denounced his secular life and entered the Dominkan order.
There he assumed the name Brother Antoninus, only to emerge seven
years later as a powerful voice within the then-flourishing Beat circle, the
revolutionary literary movement that included Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Gregory Corso among its roster.
If Catholicism and the Beats would strike one as unlikely bedfellows, then
the connection is made whole by Everson, whose emphasis has always been
upon a re-evaluation of systemized thought.
As a Dominican monk, he was a leading proponent of "erotic mysticism,"
a critics' catch-phrase which sought to categorize his preoccupation with the
sensuality inherent in the Catholic faith.
"A poet who elevated sexual union to the level of sacrament" is how one
writer characterized Everson in a recent magazine article.
Critic Albert Gelpi said of EverSon's long poem "River Root," ''lt.is the
most sustained orgasmic celebration in English, perhaps in all literature."
And indeed much of Everson's poetry written during this secluded period
of his life exalts the holiness ofthe body, at a time when the insensitive hands
of wat and mechanization had virtually extinguished the individual spirit.
The poet's viewpoint, however, was not one that eventually endeared itself
to his Catholic superiors.
As a Beat writer, Everson continued along controversial paths, It was t.he
llcats who shunned the more formalized influence of poets such as T. S. Ehot
to create a poetic voice tinged with the despondencies oft he m?dern ag~, with
the smell of the American streets and the bold rhythms of Jazz mustc.
"What did a sonnet really have to do with.Hiroshima, and Charlie Parker's
upheavings of the spirit'?" asked 1ohn Holmes in his essay on the I! eat
writers.
Everson and his contemporaries well knew the answer to such questions,
and their radical resolution illustrated the belief that much of what passed for
vital and important poetry was, in fact, irrelevant lo the spirit of th~ age.
Lee Bartlett, the creative writing director at UNM ah~ an, assoct.ate of
Everson's, said he suspects that many will be drawn to tonight s readmg by
the sexual element in n1uch of Everson's poetry.
.
But Bartlett, echoing the cry of many critics, asserts that. to concentrate
~o!cly on this single aspect is to mistcad the. poet;. for Everson, most
Importantly, seeks to dcfii!C the individual's rclattonshtp to God and nature.
Everson has published many essays :md more than 40 volumes of poems.
l'hc trilogy of his collected poc1ns- T/te R~.vidual Y;ars: Poems 1934·

Not Available

Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAJ')
Sa..;un

Poet William Everson will kick off this year's Poets and Writers
Series at 7:30 p.m. in room 108 of the humanities building.
Everson has been described as a leading proponent of erotic
mysticism in the Catholic Church.

Ap1·. 14, 1984

Medical College
Admission Test
(MCAT)

Sept. 1, 1983
(stand-bys allmved)
Dec. 3, 1983
Nov. 3, 1983
March 3, 1984
.
Feb. 2, 1984
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked by closing
date listed above)
~April

28, 1984
Mar. 30, 1984
Sept. 15, 1984
Aug. 17, 1984.
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked no later than
closing date)

Miller Analogies
Test (MAT)

Contact Testing Division (277-5345) for appointment.

National Teacher
Examination (NTE)

Oct. 29, 1983 Core Battery

Optometry College
Admission Test

Sept. 26, 1983
Nov, 12, 1983 Specialty Area
Oct, 10, 1983
(Applications must be at ETS by above closing dates)

Oct. 22, 1983

Sept. 24, 1983

(NOTE: Application must be in the office of the
Psychological Corp. by closing date listed above)
Nov. 5, 1983
Feb. 4, 1984
April 28, 1984
(NOTE: Application must be in the office of the
Psychological Corp. by closing date listed above)

J>harmaey College
Admission Test (PCAT)

Oct, 10, 1983
Jan. 9, 1984
April 2, 1984

Registration Exam
for Dietitians

Apr. 14, 1984
Not Available
Oct, 27, 1984
Not Availahle
(NOTE: Applicants write to American Dietie Assoc., Registration
Office, 430 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611)

'test of English as
:1 Foreign Language

Nov. 19, 1983
Jan• .14, 1984

(TOEFL)

Mar<!h 10, 1984
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Oct. 17, 1983
Dec. 12, 1983
Feb. 6, 1984
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Page II, New Mexico Daily Lobo, September 15, 1983
Page 10, New Mexico Daily Lobo, September I5, 1983

Sports
By Eric Maddy
If ever there was a year that could
try Lou Holtz' humor, this is it.
The Razorback head football
co~ch has been able to laugh a Jot
during his first six years at Arkansas, having posted a 54-16-1 record
and gone to a different bowl game
every year in his tenure.
Holtz is known not only for his
coaching ability but for his knack of
making· people la\lgh. Holtz, who
coached William and Mary, North
Carolina State and the New York
Jets before coming to Arkansas, has
made several appearances on the
Tonight Show and dazzled crowds
with his dry sense of humor and
magic tricks.
To hear the 47-year-old coach
talk, he will have to perform more

magic to beat the University of New
Mexico Saturday night in Lillie
Rock. But remember, deception is a
big part of any magic act,
"I have a lot of respect for New
Mexico," said Holtz in a telephone
interview Wednesday. "They have
a tremendously quick football team,
especially on defense.
"They are bigger tban Tulsa on
the offensive Iin!'l, and TuiSll gave us
a lot of problems with the veer
offense last week," Holtz added.
"Our team is fairly familiar wi.th it,
since we ran the veer up until this
year, when we switched to the 'I'
offense."
The Razorbacks defeated Tulsl!
17-14 in their season opener last
week after the Golden Hurricanes
had trounced San Diego State 34-9
in their first game. SDSU was pick-

ed as one of the favorites in the
Western Athletic Conference last
year,
"1 am very impressed with New
Mexico's stable of quick running
backs," Holtz said. "Denny Allen
and Michael Johnson don't lopk that
big on film, but they look very
quick. And Buddy Funck .looks like
a very good option quarterback.
He's a winner.

'

LET'S GO RAFTING
Student Travel invites you to enjoy two fun filled
days of adventure.

rafting/hiking/camping

White Rock Canyon •
Bandelier National Monument
September 17th and 18th
Cost $25.00
Call 277-2116

Lou Holtz
"New Mexico gives you so many
looks on defense. They do things
that you don't normally face during
game week," Holtz added. "!have
no idea what they will be doing. If
you look at. the statistics and take
away the 56-yard touchdown pass,
New Mexico gave up Jess than 150
yards through 54 minutes last week
against Tennessee. It was not a mismatch."

Arkansas lists only eight upperclassmen on their starting offense and
defense, and Holtz is concerned abouthisyoungteam. "Wedidn'tplay
very well last week, and we'll have
to play a lot better to beat New Mexico," Holtz said. "It takes a while
for young freshmen to get to know
what it's all about."
Arkansas, already thin in the
offensive line, lost reserve lineman
Mike Ihrie for the season with a knee
injury in practice Tuesday. "It was
the classic case of a senior coming
on strong," Holtz said. "He went to
the ground on a block and somebody
came down on top of him.
''He was our best lineman against
Tulsa last week," Holtz added.
"Besides that, Ihrie was listed as a
backup at three different positions.''
Despite the injuries, the Arkansas
offense is still strong. Quarterback
Brad Taylor, who completed 55 percent of his passes last year, leads the
Hogs. Taylor completed 18 of 27
passes against Tulsa for 198 yards
and also handled Arkansas.' punting
at a 46.2 yards per attempt clip.
Taylor, who traded off at quarterback last year, went the distance
against Tulsa and will probably do
the same against the Lobos.
"We don't have anybody in Brad
Taylor's class. That doesn't mean
our other quarterbacks can't do the
job, but we Jose a great percentage of
our offense when Brad isn't in the
game," Holtz said. "That's why he
went all the way against Tulsa. We
are capable of doing so many more
things with him in the game."
Freshman fullback Derrick Thomas opened his career with a bang,
scoring both touchdowns against
Tulsa and gaining 60 yards on 15

L

Have
Fun!
Get
nvolved!
Join UNM

I RAilb[AZERS

Applications are available in the student activities
office (next to the ticket office in the sub) and in the
Alumni Office (2nd floor of the sub).
Deadline for applications is
Monday, Sept 19th, 5p.m.
TRAILBLAZERS IS THE UNM SERVICE

I

Jockey J.R. Valenzuela smiles in chagrin and a little pain after
he fell off horse No.7, Lacross, in the fifth race at the State Fair
race track Wednesday. Valenzuela's horse reared up just out
of the gate and finished the race without him. Valenzuela was
able to walk away without assistance from the paramedics.

ORGANIZATION!

Fasi, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Limited Delivery Area
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Wrestling Starts Two-A-Da.ys
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$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I
One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-20-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I
Now open for lunch
I
Open every day at 11:00 I
I
I
I
I

$1.50

II.

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 9-20·93

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.

262-1662
Now open for lUnch
Open every day at 11 :00

• GRE
GRE
• GR£1110
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT • PSAT • ACIIEV£M£NTS
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Ask about our
Speed Reading
Program
®

By Eric Maddy

carries. Sophomore tailback Bobby
Joe Edmonds Jed the Razorbacks in
rushing despite playing his first
game at tailback.
"None of the backs on our first
three units is younger than a sophomore,'' Holtz said. ''Edmonds did a

i

!l
'I

Ron Faurot
good job, considering he was playing his first game ever at tailback.
Up until three weeks ago, he was a
wide receiver. He never even played
tailback in high school."
The Hogs could afford to move
Edmonds because of the likes of
senior Keith Kidd, (6 foot 2, I 90
pounds), senior Mark Mistler (6 foot
0, 180) and freshman Donnie Centers (6 foot 0, 170.) Although Kidd
suffered a shoulder injury in the
game, Holtz said he had practiced
Tuesday and should be able to play
against UNM.
Arkansas is also young oil defense
and depends on two gigantic ends
and strong linebackers. Ron Faurot,
a 6-foot-8. 254-pound senior. was
overshadowed by Billy Ray Smith
(now starting for the San Diego
Chargers) during his first two seasons but made five unassisted tackles against Tulsa. On the other end,
Robert Bra1inon. a 6-foot-7, 240·
pound junior who played on the basketball team last year, was in on nine·
tackles.
EXTRA POJNTS:Arkansas is
19-0 in non-conference games under
Holtz in his six-plus seasons at
Arkansas ...
Arkansas has a unique setup in
that they play at two different stadiums in two different towns. The
University campus is in Fayetteville
and the Razorbacks play both on
campus and in Little Rock. Holtz
has posted an incredible 20-2 record
at War Memorial Stadium in Little
Rock, the site of Saturday's game.
Overall, Holtz is 36-5 at home ...
Holtz said about working his
young players. "! guess I've been
yelling too much. They are wondering what happened to that nice old
man who sat in their living room and
signed them . , . "
The Razorbacks have never met
the Lobos in football. The only
WAC team Arkansas has played be·
fore this season was Colorado State,
and the Hogs arc 2-0 against the
Rams.

Soccer Team
Cancels Game
The soccer game scheduled for
this weekend between the University of New Mexico attd Chihuahua
Tech has been canceled.
Lobo soccer Coach Craig Robertson said the match. organized in
I980 as a sister cities exchange, was
canceled because of confusion ovct
Who was to house the Chihuahua
players for their three-day stay.
Robertson said the match may he
rescheduled later in the season (Jr
,just dropped altogether,
The 3-0 Lobos host Western S!otc
of Gmmison. Colo .• Sept. 24.

I

A few solid veterans joined. a
large crop of freshmen when the
University of New Mexico wrestling
team opened practice Sept. 6.
The Lobos, 10-3 in dual meet
competition and third in the Western
Athletic Conference last year despite scoring a school record 74!4
points, will use two-a-day workouts
to get into shape for the season opener against New Mexico Highlands
on Nov. 15 in Albuquerque.
Making Bill Dotson's rebuilding
process a lot tougher will be the Joss
of 126-pounder Chris Luttrell, who
was seriously injured in an automobile accident this summer. Luttrell, who set the Lobo ream record
for falls as a freshman lastyear, will·
redshirt this season.
"We will definitely miss Chris,"
said Dotson of Luttrell, who qualified for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association championships
in his first year and was selected a
second team freshmen AllAmerican. "We will have to make
some adjustments since Chris won't
be able to wrestle.''
Helping Dotson make those
adjustments will be Doug House,
hired during the summer as an assistant coach to replace Kevin Finn,
who resigned to take the position of
head wrestling coach at Cedar Falls
High School in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
House, a 1980 NCAA runner-up
·at Florida International University,
gotthe assistant'sjob "because he's
a hard worker," Dotson said. ''He's

trying to make. the 1984 Olympic
tea~ andknows how to pay the
price. He'll be up at 7-in the morning
running laps with the team and be on
the mat at 3:30 with them,"
Leading the Lobos will be twotime NCAA qualifier Ralph Harrison. The junior, who graduated
from Sandia High School in Albuquerque, posted a 29-12 record last
year and led the team in wins. Harrison was eliminated from the NCAA
tournament by eventual champion
Clair Anderson of Oklahoma State.
Senior Brad Cast (25-9 at 167
pounds last year), sophomore Bruce
Garner (15-12 at I 18) and Dan
· Ilgenstein also retum forthe Lobos,
Also making comebacks are two
ex-Manzano High School wrestlers.
Mike Baker, who will wrestle at 142
pounds, sat out last year after qualifying for the NCAA meet as a freshman. Baker, a fifth-year senior, was
also named the outstanding wrestler
at the Mountain Intercollegiate
Wrestling tournament two years
ago, Sophomore Curtis Luttrell is
also rejoining the team after redshirting last season.
To fill in the holes. Dotson recruited heavily from within New
Mexico and in Oklahoma and came
up with some freshmen with solid
credentials. Kevin Loeffler, a UNM
Presidential Scholar who was a state
runncrup in Oklahoma, could move
into the starting lineup at 158
pounds, as could Daren Massey,
another 158-pounder, who won the
Oklahoma state freestyle rournament.
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Dotson is also high on Darren
Grenfell ( 150 pounds) who won lt'
state titles twice while at Cibola
High School, Jay Murphy, a state
champion at 158 pounds from West
Mesa High School, Jim Gill, who
claimed the 177 pound title while
wrestling for Norman, Okla., and
heavyweight Greg Tudor, a Presidential Scholar from Manzano.
"I'm fairly optimistic about our
returning wrestlers," Dotson said.
"The problem is that we have just
five wrestlers back. We have potential to do well, but it wil1 take .a lot of
hard work and dedication."
Dotson said the conference outlook remains about the same,
"Wyoming is the team to beat,"
Dotson said. ''They have their entire
team back except for Chris Bell
(WAC champion at 126 pounds).
"Brigham Young has a strong
team back," Dotson added. "We'U
be in it somewhere if our young kids
develop.'' Baker and Cast are the
only seniors on the UNM squad.
The Lobos' schedule features. a
trip to the Caesar's Palace Invitational in Las Vegas on Dec. 2·3 that
will feature the top I 0 teams in the
country. Dotson's squad will also
run into some tough competition at
the Midwestern Classic Dec. 29-30,
where the nation's top six teams arc
expected,
' The Lobos' dual matches include
visits to Northern Iowa (in the top I0
for most of last season). Nebraska
(which finished third in the NCAA's
in '82) and Ulinois (a top 20
finisher).
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Any Large
Pizza
With this Coupon
011e coupon per pizza, watch the U>bo
every day for our coupon spea.ls

FREE DELIVERY

·

II(Tllted. delivery aru

243-2100

We- honor

ASUNM
Duplicating
C.enter

LOWEST PRICE
IN TOWN
·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON·FAI8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.
LOCATED IN THE NORTH .SUB BASEMENT

MUSIC FROM THE ANDES
POPEJOY BALL • UNII CAIIPDS
SEPI'EIIBBil 15 8: 15 Pll
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NEW YORK (UP!) - World Boxing Association
lightweight champion Ray Mancini returns to the ring
tonight after a seven·month layoff du!Lll!.a broken
collarbone, and he should have no problem fracturing
the title hopes of unbeaten Orlando Romero of Peru. the
WBA's No. I contender.
Mancini, who suffered the injury in a sparring session
while getting ready for a title fight last May, faces
Romero. 30-0-l with 12 knockouts, in a IS-round title
bout at Madison Square Garden.
Romero, however, has built his record on relative
unknowns and is fjghting for the first time out of his
home! and.
"I hope the general feeling about him is correct,''
said Mancini, who will receive $600,000 plus a percentage of th¢ gate. "I hope he don't know howto fight I
hope he doesn't know the difference between a left hook
and a fish hook. But I know it ain't gonna happen.
"This guy is coming to take my title. He'~ not only
fighting for himself, but all of Peru. He's nattonal hero
down there and that's a special incentive. He wants to
bring my title home with him."
Mancini, 22, who has a 26-1 record with 20 knockouts, is one of boxing's most popular cha'!'pions! dra~
ing fans with his schoolboy looks and h1S charrsm~uc
personality. His only Joss was to former WorldBoxmg
Council lightweight champion Alexis Arguello, who
stopped him in f 4 rounds in October 198 I.
.
Before he broke his collarbone, Mancini won a dcCI·
sion over George Feeney in a IO'tOund non-title bout at
Saint Vincent, Italy, Feb. 6. ihat bout was set up to get

Mancini comfortable in the ring again, without risk to
his title, after Duk Koo Kim of South Korea died from
head injuries sustained in a fight With him last
November.
Romero, a left-handerwho will have a 2'/4-inch reach
advantage, last fought on May 20, scoring a I 0-round
decision over Julio Melone at Lima, Peru. He is currently the Latin American lightweight champion and mysteriously was tabbed as the No. l contender by the WBA
without ever having faced a ranked opponent.
Mancini, however, has the incentive of mega-buck
paydays with Bobby Chacon, the former WBC super
featherweight champion, Hector Camcho, the c~~nt
WBC super featherweight champion, and WBA ;umor
welterweight champion Aaron Pryor.
"I've never been keyed up more for a fight," said
Mancini. "I know when I win Thursday it will open the
floodgates for the big money. Every time I hear Aaron
Pryor say he wants to fight me, 1 hear the cash register
ring. On Thursday, I'll be fighting for financial security
for myself and my family,
"I' II be looking to get this guy out of there as fast as
possible, then we can look to the future and wait for the
big money offers."
Mancini also said fighting at Madison Square Garden
will give him an additional lift.
"The Garden is like Niagara Falls," Mancini said.
"Being there is one thing,. but fighting there .is like
being at the bottom of the Falls.-: you c~n really fc~l
the electricity and the crowd. Th1s 1s one VICtory I won t
forget."

TANIA LISERTAD
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Backwoods

fall sale

Revived Mini-World Series Begins Action Tonight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP!)Workouts began Wednesday at
Cardinal Stadium for the revived
mini-World Series betwceil the
champions of the Triple-A American Association and International
and Pacific Coast leagues.
The opening round Thursday
night will pit AA champion Denver,
whose players threatened a boycott
because of u post-season pay dispute, against Tidewater of the IL.
PCL champion Portland will play
Tidewater and then Denver in the
nightcap of a Friday night doubleheader.
The round-robin tournament con"
tinucs Sunday and Monday nights
and, if needed to break a tic, on
Tuesday. The team with the best record will be crowned as the Triple-A
champion of the mini-series.
Wary organizers will be watching
to see if the playoff eliminatiort of
the hometown Louisville Red·
bitds ~ who drew a minor-league

.

Sun·Th 11:30am·12am
Fri & Sat 11:30am·l•m

Mancini Faces Romero in 15-Rounder

:i

S1 50

Central & Un!Vt!J!llty S.E,

~

Holtz Not Laughing at Lobo-Razorback Game

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

...........~·····
..****************************
~PIZZA EXPRESS.

Sports

record of more than one million fans
this season- will hurt attendance
at the mini-series.
Dick King, who di~e.cted the
mini-World Series orgamztng effort
from a downtown bank tower, com·
plairted that some writers had
emphasized postseason callups. of
players from the league champion
teams and the pay dispute involving
the Denver Beats.
"We'll see an exciting series,"
commented King, saying that ma~y
Double-A players called up to fill
Dcnvet, Portland and Tidewater
slots were top players whose c';'ll7ge
baseball backgrounds were stm1lar
in quality to Triple-A ball.
"There's a lot of great talent out
there," King said.
. ..
.
Denver was otic of the hardc.st h1t
by the call ups as the pare~t Ch1cago
White Sox summoned stx players
plus manager Jim Mahoney, who
11 fi · h th cason as a Chicago
:achl.DIS
CS

16 & 17

Denver filled one vacant slot with
former major league reliever AI Hrabosky, who had been released by the
Beats during the. regular season.
Manager John Holes of Chicago's
Class•A Appleton, Wis., farm club
was tabbed to manage llte Bears during the playoffs,
While the callups have changed
the rosters somewhat. Denver
appears to.h.ave an edge ba~ed on its
playoff record- 3· I agamst Iowa
in the first round and a 4-0 sweep of
Louisville in the championship
round.

X-C ski rental equipment

at exceptional
low prices

-

ski boots, poles
and bindings
large selection
to choose &om

Portland eliminated Edmonton 31 and Albuquerque 3-0 ill the PCL
playoffs to make the series, and
Tidewater edged Columbus 4-2 and
Richmond 3-1 for the IL crown.
The host city festivities begin today at midday with a riverfront rcception for players, fans and base-

6307 Menaul N.E.
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Las N oticias

"FOOI>/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, fpod salf1; and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

For Sale

Services

TRUMPET W /ST,\ND, LIKE new, Call266.1731.
9/21
MOPED $200, 296-0ilS,
9/21
D,\NCEWE,\R SET $10,50, includes leg warmers,
9/20
anklets, headband, Skate Clty255-4336.
ll·SPEEU MIY,\T,\ 710 23" sport-tour bike.
Dou)Jie .butted chro·mo frame. Cinelli seat, 18 mm
clim:hers. Unused. Cost$400, sell $300. 255·7696.
9/20
MGB WHITE 1975, Low mileage, excellent gas
mileage, sporty transportation. $2500. Cail344-9529.
9/16
FOR SALE: SPLIT cord of pinon $85. Delivered and
stacked. Call Ed or0eorge243-0652,
9/15
UTILITY TRAII.ER. CONVERTEO Datsun.pickup
bed. Excellent wood/trash hauler. $150 or best offer.
268-1640.
9119
1979 MG MIDGET, Superb condition, $4)00. Call
9119
242-5917.
.
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM. Uses floppy di~c. Free
disc~. Priced tosetl$2300. Catl881-0313.
9/16
SKIS, ROSSIGNOl. COBRA !70s. Marker bindings,
Ramy poles, Rieker boots slze9 medium. $110. Rick
897-4454,898-1839,
9/13
FOR SM£; '82 Vespa 125 motor scooter. 85 mpg,
less than. 3000 miles. $1500. Cull Pat 345-;3162 afternoons.
9/16
HIKING BACJ(PACK, WILDERNESS Experience
$70. 277-4387.
9/1
RADIO SHACK MOI>EL I L~vei Jl, 481<, cassette,
lots of software, Plus Centronics 779 printer. Both
mint condition. $1000, Call277-~620, 292·5930, '9/14
COMPUTER STUUENTS: TIREU of lighting the
crowds .at the Computer Certter? Get your terminals,
modems and micros at a discount. Call Thomas
Langford Information Systems at 842-9438.
9/15
MOVING, MUST SEI,L 1975 Honda CVCC, Asking
$1450.265-1641.
9/19

BUSINESS MMORS; YOU arc invited to attend th~
first meeting of Delta Sigmu Pl. Thursday, Sept. 15,
at 7 p.m. at the Law School In Room 2402. Ouest
speaker will be Warren Armstrong, past grand
president. Any questlom, please call Mark
McP.Iheney or Eddie Wato at 277·M50.
9/15
FR.;NCHTUTOHlNG. (;,\U 292-7381.
9/21
MEN W,\NTEI>, I'R•;FER lovable personality and
PRO.'F.SSION-'1. TYPING. lDM Selectric Ill.
great dancer. Will accept reasonable facsimilic. Meet
Reasonat)le. Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
m,Friday night, SU llllaliroom 7:30-9:30. Women of
thesis, etc. Work guaranteed, 299·6256, 299·2676.
\JNM Ballroom Dance Club.
9/16
9/21
HOCJ(,\IIILL \' I',\RT\'1 TilE Breakers and The
CORRECTIVE
B~CK
CLt\SS
for
Mutt7- Saturday, September 17, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
back/neck/shoulder problems. Small classes, expert
Firefighters Hall, Cedar at Lead. S2.50 at door. 9/1.6
instruction. Jlegirming 9/19, Body Correctives 266·
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST M,\G,\ZINt; is
9/19
0608,
accepting applications for euitor. EnergcUc, crentive
TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC, 255-3337.
10/25
people with strong organizational talents may pic!\ up
upplications at the Lobo business office or ConBACK,\CHE? HEAU,\CHE? DHUGLESS relief,
ception Southwest office, Marron 136. Deadline is
Therapeutic massage special - two for $26. Laura
Oct. 3.
9/23
Kobayashi 242·8042. Sports massage, acupressure,
9/19
foot-reOexology.
OWN A MOUTAIN bike or ten·$peed? Then ride the
2,Jl(nnnual Around the Mountain tour. 60 miles
PIANO TUNING SPECI,\L $22.95. Experienced
September 25. lnformntlon ut Strings and Spokes,
·
9/19
concert tuner. 268-0507 or242-8042.
9/19
urea bike shops or call268-3949,
JIOUSE NEEU PAINTING? Interiors and exteriors.
IIELP TIU: KII>S at Children's Services of the UNM
Experienced painter. References available. Call
Hospital. llcmz willn1ake a donation of3 cents to the
Victor277-~171 or Tony 243-7058.
9/23
hospitnl for every H elnz. baby food label you submit.
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
Mail labels by t2/3l/83 to Heinz Baby Food Fund,
French - any level - by degreed, experienced
lJNM 1-lospiiul, Volunteer Dept., 2211 Lomt~s Blvd
teacher· tutor, 266-4247. Keep trying.
9/16
NH, Albuq., NM 87106.
9/15
TYPIST ON C~MI'US. Sense of humor. Some
TIU: UNM CIHCLI> K Club is having a social with
9/30
genius. 242·3093.
Jefrclhmcn~~. mu•lc and dancing at the North SUB
GUITAR u:ssoNS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
llullwom Monday, Sept. 19, nt7:30 p.m. All students
teaching. John Milchcll268-0496.
9/19
nrc invited to attend.
9/19
IBM WORU PltOCESSING/cditing service special
STllm~NTSl SPIICIALSIIOWING of"EvcryTrlck
·Jiscounts to students! Papers, theses, dissertations,
in the Book" Sat., Sept. 17, 8 p.m. Pntio Theatre,
manuscdpts. Cull298-6006.
9/16
NM Union Tickets may be purchased at SUB Box
Office. $3. Hurry! Scats arc limited. Call 277-2331 • 'I'YI'IST. TEHM PAPERS, resumes, 299-8970. 9/30
lor info.
9/16
ONE WORLI> PROOUGI'IONS: Multi-track:
8300 CUIJI. A l.L mule gay club open 24 hours. 8301
recorditlg and complete 'A inch video facilitY in the
Central Nf'. 2~5-6S2S.
9130
northern mountains near Taos. Phone758.3156.
9/30
('ONCEI'TIONS SC>t!TIIWEST M,\G,\ZINE is
h,nkmg ft>r new hloodl Swdents from nil disciplines
TYPING. WORI> PROCESSING. Term papers,
whn nrc mterc~ted in producing UNII·I's only ~rts and
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
literawre magallnC nrc encouraged to auend. All
written. Reasonable rates. 88Hl313.
9/16
edill>r :u1d mtff pnsiuons nrc open. Thi~ is a one-of-a·
VICTOHIA'S WORU SMITII\': Word processing,
kind ~hntlcngc: concetve and give birth to your ideas.
typing. Call Vickie 821-4812.
9/16
Ki.:k Off meeting: Monday, Sept. 19,7 p.m. Marron
QUALITY TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
Hall 1361adjacent to the Loho).
9119
area. 90 cents/page. 881-6445.
10/4
G,\ \' ANI> U~SDIAN Student Union will have Liz
M,\SS,\GE
TIU:RAP\',
REST,
relaxation,
822·
Canfleld speaking on Project Straight· Talk. All arc
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
encouraged 10 come. Sept. 20, 7:30p.m.
231A·
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Exact solo
('.
9120
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory, You
l'l!JI JIOARI>: l!NI>EHGRAUUATES interested In
design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
applying for posiUons on UNM Publications Board
Harvard SE. 165·3315.
tfn
should contact Dan Serrano ut ASUNM, 277-5528.
QUICK, ACCUMTE TYPING/charts/graphs in
9/19
my home. Call The Other Offlce 884-6564.
9/30
.lOIN THAII.Bl.AZEHS -THE UNM service
ACULEX WORI> PROCFSSING; Theses, dissermganitntion applications are available in Student
tations, term papers, rel;umes, graphics. 831·3181.
9/19
Activities OCOee, Rooml06 SUD,
12112
l'tU:N AT WORK concert, day in Juarez and
,\CCURATE INFORM,\TION ,\BOUT con·
Lobo/Agg1c game. Sept. 23, 24 in Las Cruces. $85.
traception, stcrllilalion, abortion. Right To Choose,
Price includes alr•conditioned chartered trttn·
294-0171,
tfn
sportalion, one night's accommodnllon, great
reserved seats at concert, and one day of shopping in
CONTACTS·POUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Juarez. limited space available. For more In·
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashilltlton,
rormntion, call Rig River 256-1777 or KFMO 262·
tfn
1404.
9/16
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescripllon eyeglass
lJNM WArt:R POLO first meeting 7-9 p.m. Sep..
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
tcmbcr 14. Meet every MWF at that time, All in·
rimless. S$4,50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
terested players, bring your suits. Member USA
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles,
tfn
Water Polo. Questions, call Jon 881·3046. Olympic
PREGN,\NC\' TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
l'ool.
9/19
981~
tfu
DR•:AK nn: •"AST on campus. Ail you can eat
$3.50. Yom Kippur. September 17, 7:30. SUB
Ballroom. Reservations needed. 293·9648, 298-2250,
9115
SP,\CIOUS ROOM, PRIVATE bath to graduate
1\U:N ,\T WORK concert in Las Cruces Sept. 23.
student overJO. 883-JS04.
9/16
Special chartered party bus, air conditioned with
IIOUSEl'tl,\TE FOR COMFORTABLE, sunny
great reserved seats included, S47. For more in·
house with yard, washer. $150, share utilities. Non·
formation, Dig River 256-1777 or KFMG 262-1404.
smoker, clean. 243·6487 Terry,
9/19
9116
STUDIO. ,\LL UTILITIES, fullllitcheti, pool, near
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT? Ad\·erttse In Las
UNM, shopping, transportation, security. $190. Call
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per Issue forUNM
281·2169 after?.
9/IS
departments and organizations,
tfn
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, 5240 to 5320, All ulilhies paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher .and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
STEVEN, Wotlt.O \'Oll escort me to UabY•Ttiad
couples, no pets • .I 520 University NE, 243-2494. tfn
Oct. 8? Michele.
9116
.FOR RENT: Ei"FICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
SPW ,\NU KNR together asaln to stay.
9/IS
N.E., 5230/mo., for one person, S250/mo. for 2
MAKE CONTACT WITIJ that special someone or
persons, alluiilitles paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
friends and family. Place a personal message In the
furnishcd·security locks and laundry facilities, No
classineds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
lnsenion.l31 Marron Hail.
tfn
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

sun

Housing

Personals

Food/Fun
ALL YOU CAN eat Friday, Saturday. Goal Post
Cafe, 3004 Central SE,
9122
YOllR FAVORITE MVNCmES are always at the
Mixed Bag- fudge, nuts, dried fruits and ''munch"
morel 2210 Central SE, across from UNM. Now open
Sundays 11-4.
9/16

Bright Future Futon Company
• a cottage Industry •

2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268-9738

YAMAHA CUSSIC,\LGUITAR $70. 345·1341.
.
.
9/16

I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I1
I

City 1 ~ S

1& A Large Soft Drink

oiCentlal

1.90 1

L-- 2:!:"!-~T!:'~'!!. - - - -.J

Lost&Found
LOST; GREEN ,\Rl\f\' bag. Doctor style. Con·
tents- jeweler's tools. Reward S40 or more.
Contact llernar!l Salz 865·9045.
9/16
HELP I LOST SEP'J,'o II, North Campus, Small
shepard-like muH with black muzzle, ear tips,
Answers to ''Tiva." Call Chris 266-4269. Box 218
BMS6.
9/20
REW,\RD .FOR THE return of family heirloom.
Jewelry missing since Sept. 1. 1983 from Alpha Cbl
Omega sorority. No questions asked, Call 24 7-4531,
9/15
LOST SOME KEYS? Check us out. We have five
9/16
sets, 131 Marron Hall. 8 a.m.·S p.m.
CL,\IM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
ANYBOI>\' WITNESSING ,\ hit-and-run involving
a red "64" VW on Monday (9-12), please call 8845058.
.
9/21
S,\ VE 40-50% on qualitY athletic shoes ill]d equip.
ment. National company supplies directly to you.
9115
Call Linda 277-339 J.
WIN A TRIP anywhere in United States. Register at
Goal Post Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
PICTURE FU,\MING, OR\' mounling, glass, mats
and more. Student discount. Frame Craft, 4521
Central NE, 256-0779,
9/19
CLASSIFJEI)S GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall,
tfn

s

CAMPUS BICYCLE
Tune-up $10

Employment
PI,\NO PLA \'ERS, CAN you play, sing comp7 We
need pan-time evening piano players with talent and
personality for restaurant/bar show tune. Popular
easy rock. Call Mark 268-9998.
9/21
EXPERIENCE!) WAIT PERSON needed, Goal Post
Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
MICROCOMPUTER SOF1WARE S,\LES. Full of
pari·time. CP/M and microcomputer experience
required. Call the Software Centre at292-7848, 9/16

·"

The
Black Student
Union's
first n1eeting
will be held at
2:00P.M.
Thursday
Septetnber 15th
at the.
Afro-Atnerican
Student Center.
If you are unable to attend,
drop off a note at AfroAmerican studies center and
let us know what times vou
are available to meet. ·

The Advisory Board
of

Conceptions South'Nest

Sale Prices on

1
fverythlngl
106 Vassar SE
268-6547

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

~.

Learn
Arabic!

USEA
COMPUTER

Lessons Begin Tonight
7-9p.m. at the
International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE
277-2946

r---.-..--------~-,

~~ Ha~~:td .I

P/o.RT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years ojd. Must be able to work Friday a~nd
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. SavewaY Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul N~ and
5704 l.,omas NE,
10/14

Term papers, Leiters
Reports, Word Processing
'ti111 0-1-83
$2.50 on hour
WORDOMAT
121 Yale SE
242-0168 9-5
Dy Appointment offer 5
coli 266·1235

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Repulse
6 Titled
ladies
11 Throat
14 Asian
15 Likeness
16Mad-hatter
17 Hit
18 Top-kicks
20 Undergraduate
22 Slouch
23 Imitator
25 Branches
28 Misplays
29 Metal
30 Liked
32The - ,
Netherlands
34 Toronto
gridder
39 Dance
42 Author
Parker
43 Magician
45 Hackneyed
46 Quandry
49 Arctic
explorer
50 Mold
54 Light vessel

55 Containers
56 Constellation
58 Runway
60 Ceramic
63 Loosen
66 Numeral
67 Dogfight
68 Marsh bird
69 Unused
70 Turf
71 Plinth
DOWN
1 Unseam
2 Time period
3 Fare
4 "Come in!"
5 Mortgage
6 Renounce
7 Brave's home
8 Scratch
9 Incite
10 Progeny
11 Chateau
12 John Jacob

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

=-r::...o::...J::.

TOAD

30 Treated
31 Animals'
backs
33 UCLA's rival
35 Back: Pref.
36 Tranquilizer·
131nsects
37 Cavalryman
19 Kin to "is"
38 Large B.C.
21 Give-salmon
try
40 AUthor
23 Musketeer
Ambler
24 Instrument
41 Chinese wax
26 Surround
441ncome
27 Utah symbol
receiver

TALL

47 Bewailed
48 Mal de50 Table fowl
51 Forlorn
52 Scatter
53 Tic- toe
55 Verse
57 German river
59 Disarrange
61 Author
Wallace
62 State: Abbr.
64 Indisposed
65 Seine season

is now accepting

,.-g
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3004 Central SE
(One Block East of Girard)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.

Applications for
1983-84 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered UNM students and should hove
some background in fine art, literature or performing arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest in all areas of
art. Hours ore flexible, but average between 10 to :30 hours per
week. This position is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience can be gained.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall. Room 101 and
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief
sample of creative or pertinent work.

For more information~
call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12. noon, Mon. Sept. 2.6, 1983
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